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Joining forces: citizen NGO + research labs
Regards Citoyens
citizen volunteer NGO
8 admins, 50 members 
≈ 3000€ annual budget
parliamentary monitoring, advocacy, 
opendata, politics & lobbying transparency
http://RegardsCitoyens.org
@RegardsCitoyens
SciencesPo CEE & médialab 
research
laboratories
political science, controversy mapping, 
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Law is Code, GitLaw & other CivicTech concepts
Open Legislative Data Conference, Paris 2014
Revision control programming
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Accessing bills data: sources & limitations
Transforming bills into data can be complex
missing pieces, partial bills, errata, tables…
→  only 70% of adopted bills
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Browse ≈ 300 bills adopted by the Parliament
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Track text changes at each legislative stage
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Explore all individual amendments
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Retrieve parliementary discussions
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Analyse the Parliament's part in law-writing
 74% of studied bills' text was 
modified by at least 50 %
 
 61% increased in size
by at least 50 %
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Reveal and study obstruction techniques
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Challenge: address all audiences & usecases
A powerful tool for: 
researchers, politists, jurists, journalists…
What about:
citizens, ngos, (h)ac(k)tivists?
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What about bills currently discussed?
 Experiment with the « Project of Law for a Digital Republic »
 
 Live update & reload for all amendments status & changes
 
 Should be happening at the moment of this presentation...
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What next?
 Data improvements:
 Handle all finished texts (special procedures, scraping bugs…)
 Handle live ongoing texts updates automatically
 Apply amendments' grammar automatically? (1 amdt = 1 commit)
 New features:
 Amendments' coauthorship networks
 Compare any two versions of a bill
 Search text through all versions of a bill
 Connect to actual codes of law modified by bills
 Let users:
 Tag amendments (read, important, minor...)
 Propose amendments?
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